Two new mutant loci (smhB and lytD) in Escherichia coli which confer temperature-sensitive growth and lysis phenotypes.
A temperature-sensitive mutation in the murH gene of Escherichia coli confers a lysis phenotype at the restrictive temperature. An extragenic suppressor of murH apparently representing a new locus at 12.5 min on the linkage map and designated smhB is described. The smhB mutation by itself also conferred a temperature-sensitive lysis phenotype. A mutation in another new locus designated lytD which arose spontaneously in the smhB mutant was mapped close to smhB at 12.7 min on the linkage map. The lytD mutation by itself conferred a temperature-sensitive lysis phenotype indistinguishable from that of the murH mutant. Thus, the suppression of lysis in the smhB murH and the smhB lytD double mutants suggests a mechanism involving the reciprocal suppression of the two individual lysis-causing mutant alleles. The suppressor activity of smhB was apparently relatively specific in that smhB failed to prevent lysis induced by either mutational (murE or murF) or antibiotic-induced blocks in peptidoglycan synthesis. This suggests that murH, smhB, and lytD may be functionally related.